FAST FACTS

Full Disclosure: The
evolution of Clean Label
The clean label movement continues to evolve, moving from all-natural claims, to more familiar and simple ingredients that
are easy to recognise. The ‘clean label’ term is perceived differently among consumers, for some, it may relate to free of
artificial ingredients while others may seek out products from ethical and environmentally friendly sources. The next wave
of clean label products will need to go a step further to prove claims are truthful, challenging manufacturers and retailers
to democratise transparency and traceability.

Clean Label: What it means to consumers1
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Figures refer to the percentage of consumers.

Consumers are looking for more information
and clarification from manufacturers

56%

74%

38%

of global consumers
do not trust industrially
prepared foods6

of consumers in the US
want more transparency in
food and drink ingredients1

of UK consumers agree
they trust a product with
a shorter ingredient list is
better for them than one
with a longer one4

51%

26%

62%

of Chinese consumers are
willing to pay more for
milk with international
food safety certifications2

of Brazilian shoppers
would like to know
how private label
products are made3

of US consumers agree
the fewer ingredients
a product has, the
healthier it is3

The food and drink industry is starting to respond to the consumer
demand for transparency3

The need for reassurance about the safety and
trustworthiness of food and drink has led to
increased use of natural, as well as ethical
and environmental, claims in global
food and drink launches
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Global food & drink launches with natural or ethical & environmental product claims 2013-20175
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Call for food certification
and safety are also
important for food
safety assurances2
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Opportunities
Transparency
for all
Clean label is becoming a must.
Consumers are expecting
transparency and traceability not
just from premium priced products
but in all products they consume.
They want products that are safe
and they can trust. The challenge for
manufacturers is making clean label
products affordable and accessible
to all consumers regardless of
household income.
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Build consumers’
trust through origin
and provenance

Ingredient
purity
Almost no piece of information is
off‑limits in delivering a clean label
story. As consumers become more
interested in granular information
about food and beverages they
consume, stories told about
ingredients can play a key role.
Natural ingredients or ingredients
that are ethically or sustainably
sourced add another layer of story
to brand’s overall product story to
increase appeal.
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Food and drink companies can grow
trust and loyalty by going beyond
brand stories and sharing information
about how, where, when and by whom
food and drink is grown, harvested,
made and/or sold and compliance
with new regulations. Tying up with
trusted, independent organisations
can help reassure consumers.
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